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ABSTRACT
FROM SCORE SELECTION TO PERFORMANCE:
TEACHING FROM THE PODIUM,
A DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF WORKS BY COPLAND,
SCHUBERT, KIMBER, VIVALDI, VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, AND
KILAR
by
JoAnna M. Cochenet

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2010
Under the Supervision of Professor Margery Deutsch

The content of the thesis entitled ―From Score Selection to Performance: Teaching from
the Podium, A Discussion and Analysis of Works by Copland, Schubert, Kimber,
Vivaldi, Vaughan Williams, and Kilar‖ discusses the pieces I conducted on my recital in
the spring of 2010. This paper includes a chapter for each piece with sub-content on the
following: foundational material (composer, title, and historical information, performance
length, and so on); technical and musical challenges with consideration to any pertinent
historical information; the preparation and analysis of the scores in order to conduct
them, as well as any specific conducting techniques required to perform the piece; the
teaching of each piece to the appropriate performing ensemble based on limited rehearsal
time; and the reason for choosing them. The content was collected and cited and also
includes my own experiences as I studied and rehearsed the pieces. The information
assisted me in my preparations for the conducting recital, but also offers my research and
reflections to any future teacher-conductors interested in these pieces: how to prepare the
scores and how to rehearse and teach these pieces to an ensemble as the conductor. What
I learned from studying these pieces can be applied to other repertoire. My experience
with this music will support the idea that the conductor is also the teacher who must relay
all pertinent information to the performing musicians in the best way he or she knows
how.
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It is cruel, you know, that music should be so beautiful. It has the beauty of loneliness of
pain: of strength and freedom. The beauty of disappointment and never-satisfied love.
The cruel beauty of nature and everlasting beauty of monotony.
-Benjamin Britten, English composer (1913-1976)
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Selecting the Program
The literature chosen for my graduate conducting recital spans a variety of styles and
periods to cover about an hour‘s worth of music, as specified in the graduate recital
requirements. The works from my recital are as follows: Letter from Home by Aaron
Copland, Symphony No. 8 in B minor “Unfinished,” I. Allegro by Franz Schubert,
Celebration Fanfare by Michael Kimber, Concerto in G minor for Two Cellos by
Antonio Vivaldi, Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis by Ralph Vaughan Williams,
and Orawa by Wojciech Kilar.

The works I chose were geared toward my interests in music and in teaching, but also for
the ensemble available (full orchestra and string orchestra) as well as for the skill levels
of those ensembles. Some of the pieces were suggested and assigned by my major
professor (Copland, Vaughan Williams, and Kilar), and the other works were of my
choosing, with approval from her. Not only did the works contrast and complement each
other, but they also varied in difficulty level for the performer and for me as the
conductor, offering a wide range of challenges to interest of all of us who worked on the
program.
The content of the thesis entitled ―From Score Selection to Performance: Teaching from
the Podium, A Discussion and Analysis of Works by Copland, Schubert, Kimber,
Vivaldi, Vaughan Williams, and Kilar‖ discusses the pieces I conducted on my recital in
the May 2010. This paper includes a chapter for each piece with sub-content on the
following: foundational material (composer, title, and historical information, performance
length, and so on); technical and musical challenges with consideration to any pertinent
13

historical information; the preparation and analysis of the scores in order to conduct
them, as well as any specific conducting techniques required to perform the piece; the
teaching of each piece to the appropriate performing ensemble based on limited rehearsal
time; and the reason for choosing them. The content was collected and cited and also
includes my own experiences as I studied and rehearsed the pieces. The information
assisted me in my preparations for the conducting recital, but also offers my research and
reflections to any future teacher-conductors interested in these pieces: how to prepare the
scores and how to rehearse and teach these pieces to an ensemble as the conductor. What
I learned from studying these pieces can be applied to other repertoire. My experience
with this music will support the idea that the conductor is also the teacher who must relay
all pertinent information to the performing musicians in the best way he or she knows
how.

An Introduction and Reflection about
Preparing, Conducting, and Teaching Aspects of the Scores
To prepare my scores, traditional methods were applied to help in my studying. These
methods included listening to various recordings of the works where available for various
tempi and interpretation comparisons; practicing the score at the piano to assist in the
understanding of transpositions, clefs, orchestration, chord progressions, form, and errors
in the music or other trouble spots for the performers or for myself; reading and
conducting the score with a metronome for accuracy and for tempo changes; noting
percussion and special instrument or mute needs; and marking the score with various
colors and notes to aid with cues, dynamics, tempi, phrasing, unusual rhythms or

14

changing meters, fermatas, accents, color tones, instruments sharing similar musical
lines, bowings or breath marks, measure numbers, and other helpful information from
historical facts to misprints in the score or the parts. In reading through the score
carefully, I became acquainted with several occasions of inconsistencies or points of
concern—which I will describe below—and how I came to make a final decision for the
current performance. When it was necessary, I transferred information from the score to
the parts or visa versa in order for them to be consistent with each other, whether it was a
misprint issue or just a matter of interpretation. It is significant in studying to be aware of
which edition one is studying from, and if there are other editions one can refer to, as
there may be differing editorial markings or mistakes between them. As I became more
familiar with my scores, it became easier to find and resolve my questions through my
own educated inferences, rehearsal experiences, or by consulting other sources.

The Conducting the Scores portion of the thesis is to provide perspective on the teaching
of my interpretations through my conducting, under the guidance of my supervising
teacher and mentors. My intention is to expose conducting concerns specific to each
piece. Conducting for these works goes beyond basic technique, and includes elements
revealed through score study.

One of the challenges I had in conducting these works was separating myself from the
role of an orchestral player to that of the conductor. As a violist, I use a lot of my body to
conduct extra movements for cues or to feel the music internally and show it externally.
On the podium, I had to minimize extra movements (head bobs, body swaying for cues)

15

because all of that has to emanate from the tip of the baton and through other non-verbal
cues like effective arm movement or eye contact and facial expressions. It is like being a
conductor of a choir and trying to avoid singing along with them—the separation is not
easy and involves conscious thought. Another point I needed to give attention to in my
conducting was always being aware of the subdivisions so I do not arrive to a beat too
early or too late, leading the ensemble astray. Yet another point of concern for me was
an emotional engagement with the music. Although I felt at times that I was showing
emotion for a particular passage in the music, it was not as exaggerated as I needed to
make it for the players, who were interpreting my interpretation through my body
language.

It is crucial to address certain teaching points for each of my pieces, either through my
rehearsal process or to inform the orchestra of anything pertinent. It is not necessary for
them to know every detail along with me, but I believe a basic knowledge of the work is
helpful in understanding and being able to perform and enjoy a work instead of just
hashing out notes and dynamics.

In organizing the string orchestra portion of my recital, I decided to rotate principals and
personnel between the pieces so students would get an opportunity to lead a section or for
violinists to play in the other violin section than they normally would play in. With the
rotation between the smaller works, most musicians played in only a piece or two on the
entire program, but all the string players involved on the program would play the
Vaughan Williams piece together, which was larger and utilized two separate orchestras.

16

Letter from Home
Aaron Copland

Preparing the Score
In Copland‘s Letter from Home, through analyzing the parts and hearing back from
players during rehearsal of their needs, I learned that the timpani player needs a fifth,
smaller drum due to the range and the frequently changing pitches in the part, which
require a good ear and quick pedaling to change. Because of these additional needs, the
timpani part, although minimally used, is challenging to perform and crucial to the
work‘s cohesiveness. It is not used for doubling other instruments, as in works from the
Classical period.

I was made aware that the parts did not contain many breath or bowing markings that are
helpful for performing the phrases. That is something I had to mark in the parts myself,
or if it was a new discovery, I had to dictate my intentions to the musicians during
rehearsal. The score indicates the use of ad libitum instruments—those that can be used
in addition to or in place of the ones already requested (second oboe, bass clarinet,
second bassoon, harp, and piano). Although I was aware of this, a musician who was
playing the bass clarinet part informed me in rehearsal that she did not play in the part
after measure 25. This was a score reading mistake on my part; I needed to read each
line in the score horizontally (or check the parts) to find these nuances, especially with ad
libitum instruments. Although it was a quick fix (she will continue to double on another
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clarinet part after the bass clarinet finishes), it was a learning experience for me in
regards to score study and as to the purpose of ad libitum instruments.

It was also clear that the composer intended the piece to be a light chamber work, and
with over a hundred players in the community orchestra, this was not going to produce
the same result. Through discussion with my teacher, we decided we would have to
reduce the numbers of wind and brass players. We had discussed this option prior to
rehearsal, and then tried full forces for several weeks, until coming to the conclusion that
this would be the best option. Also, since the idea is that the wind and brass players
would be soloists or at most doubled (and not tripled or quadrupled such as in an
orchestra of this size), it was crucial for this particular orchestra to take note when the
part indicates ―solo,‖ so the rest drop out and allow only one person to play that part.
However they needed to be informed when to play again, since that was not originally
marked in the part. Reducing the number of players helped solve these dilemmas and
was more in keeping with the composer‘s intentions.

It was helpful to know that the original instrumentation of the piece was not the one on
this program. Copland had written for a specific ensemble, and revised it so that it could
be played by traditional chamber orchestras, like ours. Some research on the history of
when the piece was written during the composer‘s lifetime allowed for some inferences
about the significance of the work and the title, which assisted in interpretive decisions,
or at least how one I understood the piece. Though the work was not dedicated to anyone
in particular, three examples of possible meaning behind the music are in the program
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notes: Copland was in Mexico, away from home, while composing the work; it was
composed during WWII, when many servicemen were also away from their homes and
families; and Copland‘s mother had died during his stay in Mexico and he was unable to
return for her funeral service. By having a little bit of historical background, I could
understand some possible intentions of the work, which helped with my emotional
connection to it. Without emotion, music can sound dry, uninteresting, and meaningless.

Finally, the composer had marked several tempo changes, including metronome markings
and other interpretive instructions. As conductor, it is my responsibility to get as close to
the composer‘s requests as possible through these instructions.

The parts and score used are published through Boosey and Hawkes and are available for
rental only.

Program Notes
Aaron Copland‘s Letter from Home (1944, rev. 1962) was commissioned by Paul
Whiteman and the American Broadcasting Company. It was first performed on the
Philco Radio Hour on October 17, 1944 by Whiteman‘s dance orchestra.1 The work was
first publicly performed in 1947 by the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell.2
Around 1940, Copland had fulfilled other commissions for the CBS Radio Broadcast
Network and for the CBS School of Air.3 Letter from Home was Copland‘s last piece

1

Copland, Aaron. Letter from Home.
Aaron Copland and Vivian Perlis, Copland Since 1943, (New York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1989), 28.
3
Gail Levin and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland’s America: A Cultural Perspective, (New York: Watson-Guptill, 2000),
150.
2
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composed specifically for the radio since the demand for this kind of music had lessened
around the time the work was finished.4

Letter from Home is a lyrical essay for orchestra that has moments of simple charm,
beauty, and nostalgia. This piece was composed during Copland‘s folk period (193040s), rather than his earlier symphonic jazz period (late 1920s) or later serial period
(1950s).5 A letter, written by Copland by candlelight while in Mexico, referenced the
origins of this seven minute piece.6 Originally written for Paul Whiteman‘s radio dance
band in 1944, he later revised it for full orchestra (1947) and then shortened it for
chamber orchestra (1962)7—the version being performed on my recital. Whiteman‘s
orchestra fluctuated frequently, so the original scoring happened to be for flute, oboe,
four saxophones, French horn, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, guitar, piano, harp,
percussion, and strings.8 The chamber orchestra version is scored for two each of flutes,
oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and trombones (with the option to add a bass
clarinet, harp and piano), and timpani, percussion, and strings.

Copland stated about the work, ―I meant only to convey the emotions that might naturally
be awakened in the recipient by reading a letter from home.‖9 Noting the composition
date of this piece, it is quite possible the nostalgia had come from the idea of American
servicemen, who might have felt a need for communication with family back home while

4

Ibid., 150.
Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422.3
6
Carole J. Oja and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland and His World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 203.
7
Howard Pollack. Aaron Copland, First edition (New York: Henry Hold and Company, Inc., 1999), 386-88.
8
Aaron Copland and Vivian Perlis, Copland Since 1943, (New York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1989), 429 nr.11.
9
Ibid., 28.
5
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away on duty. It is worth mentioning as well, that Copland‘s mother died while he was
in Mexico, and he was homesick and unable to attend the funeral.10

Early Copland writings reflected his familiarity with Italian opera, piano works of Chopin
and Liszt, and eastern European Jewish music.11 After years of study and influence from
other European contemporaries (Debussy and Scriabin), jazz, and American popular
song, Copland developed a patriotic and American style, incorporating folk tunes, jazz
rhythms and harmonies, encompassing both complex and simplistic harmonies and
orchestration. Copland said, ―I was intrigued with jazz rhythms, not for superficial
effects, but for use in larger forms, with unconventional harmonies. My aim was to write
a work that would be recognizably American . . . Jazz offered American composers a
native product from which to explore rhythm.‖12 One can hear this jazz and folk
influence in the simple melody in Letter from Home.

His compositional style often includes leaps of larger intervals, as found in this work,
instead of stepwise motion. Although some of his works hint at atonality, Copland
maintains some reference to a tonal center, often working in modes rather than key
centers. Copland was not a fan of traditional tonal music, but instead found new ways to
use traditional chords and intervals (including seventh and diminished chords, augmented
triads, and the tritone).13 His music, including Letter from Home, frequently consists of
open harmonic structure such as perfect fourths and fifths. Sometimes there are

10

Howard Pollack. Aaron Copland, First edition, 386-88.
Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422.3
12
Gail Levin and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland’s America: A Cultural Perspective, 32.
13
Howard Pollack, Aaron Copland, First edition, (New York: Henry Hold and Company, Inc., 1999), 41.
11
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unpredictable modulations and a departure from traditional tonal functions, yet the music
still comes to a resolution.14 Letter from Home is an example of one of his more tonal
works. The work can be described as having the pioneer American spirit, with youth,
optimism, and hope, like many other works by the composer.15

Composer Biography
Aaron Copland (1900-1990), an American composer of Jewish descent (parents from
Lithuanian Russia) who resided in New York, was a pianist, conductor, and an author on
music.16 His compositions are famous for having a distinct Americanism,17 incorporating
folk tunes, jazz rhythms (especially ragtime), and simple, sparse harmonies. They are
often light in texture, and vary greatly in how difficult they are to perform. Even though
he is recognized as an American composer, he found ways to learn from the master
composers around the globe and his works show their influence. Copland said Stravinsky
―borrowed freely from folk materials, and I have no doubt that this strongly influenced
me to try to find a way to a distinctively American music.‖18 He was also influenced by
Chávez, and saw his ―use of folk material in its relation to nationalism‖ as a major
contribution to modern music.19 He admitted his involvement in both folk and jazz:
―During the late twenties it was customary to pigeon-hole me as a composer of
symphonic jazz…More recently, I have been catalogued as a folklorist and purveyor of

14

Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422.3
15
Gail Levin and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland’s America: A Cultural Perspective, 159.
16
Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422
17
Ibid.
18
Gail Levin and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland’s America: A Cultural Perspective, 40.
19
Ibid., 42.
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Americana.‖20 Copland composed in a variety of genres including ballet, opera, film,
orchestral, and vocal music.

Copland‘s early studies included formal piano lessons in his teens from Leopold
Wolfsohn, who assigned Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin works.21 He began creating and
notating short pieces on his own. Copland‘s theory and compositional lessons with
Rubin Goldmark began in 1917, and he continued piano study with Victor Wittgenstein
and Clarence Adler.22 He attended many concerts, recitals, and ballet performances, and
perused scores in the libraries to educate himself musically.23 He did further studies in
composition and conducting at the American Conservatory, Fontainebleau in 1921.24
Copland spent years traveling throughout South America and Europe, studying for about
three years with Nadia Boulanger in Paris, having met her at Fontainebleau,25 and
developed an affinity for the music of Stravinsky, Milhaud, Fauré, and Mahler.26 The
combination of the ethnic traits and progressive contrapuntal textures in their music was
what Copland admired.27

In the U. S., Copland had the opportunity to work with several symphony orchestra
conductors including Koussevitsky and Damrosch, and collaborated with the esteemed
avant-garde choreographer, Martha Graham (for whom the ballet Appalachian Spring

20

Ibid., 118.
Ibid., 118.
22
Howard Pollack. Aaron Copland, First edition (New York: Henry Hold and Company, Inc., 1999), 34.
23
Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422
24
Ibid.
25
Gail Levin and Judith Tick, Aaron Copland’s America: A Cultural Perspective, 20.
26
Howard Pollack, "Copland, Aaron," In Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/06422
27
Ibid.
21
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was written).28 He was an advocate for new music, and diligently worked to promote the
work of his contemporaries. He founded the American Composers‘ Alliance in 1937,
received awards including the Pulitzer Prize for Music in 1944 and the Gold Medal of
American Academy in 1956, and the music school at Queens College, CUNY was named
the Aaron Copland School of Music.29 Copland taught at Tanglewood from 1940-65.
Around 1958, after conducting the New York Philharmonic, he began appearing more
often as conductor and spent less time composing.30

Because Copland‘s musical education was enhanced by traveling, attending concerts, and
studying with various instructors, he was able to establish connections with many other
composers (See Fig. 1). His contemporaries included Roger Sessions, Roy Harris, Carl
Ruggles, Charles Ives, Walter Piston, Virgil Thomson, Carlos Chávez, David Diamond,
William Schuman, Elliott Carter, Leonard Bernstein, Irving Fine, Lukas Foss, Jacob
Druckman, David del Tredici, Barbara Kolb and many others.31

28

Ibid.
Ibid.
30
Ibid.
31
Ibid.
29
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Fig. 1
Copland associating with important musicians.
A snapshot from the New York Times article
by Anthony Tommasini, April 1, 2010, Arts section.
Photo by Maria Metzger, Juilliard School Archives.

It is clear that there are quite a few parallels between Copland‘s style of music and that of
his contemporaries. Like Copland, the music of Roy Harris includes folksongs and
evokes the landscape and culture of the American West.32 Chávez is known for his
indigenous poly-rhythms, cross-rhythms, syncopations, and other native Mexican dance
rhythms, as in his native Sinfonia India, even using native percussion instruments to

32

G. Schirmer, Inc, ―Roy Harris,‖ G. Schirmer, Inc, Associated Music Publishers,
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produce indigenous effects; 33 some complex rhythms are also found in Copland‘s music.
Bernstein, although not having taken formal lessons with Copland, but a very close friend
of his,34 also blended elements of jazz, American-, Latino-, and Jewish-folk influence,
such as in his popular West Side Story.

Technical and Musical Challenges
Aaron Copland‘s Letter from Home is a simple work, but it also has its challenges. The
piece is not technically difficult for any of the instruments (no special techniques or
extreme ranges are employed), although some high registers are utilized in the violins.
At most, the meter changes and a couple of rhythms will have to be addressed, but they
are accessible in the amount of rehearsal time provided. The challenge is to balance and
tune the unisons, open intervals, and unusual harmonies: this work was conceived for
chamber orchestra but will be played by a much larger ensemble (over 120 players). The
texture, orchestration, and harmonies are light, and to achieve the desired quality of
sound will be challenging, especially with such a large orchestra.

Musically speaking, the work will pose some difficulty because of its uneven phrasing
(not consistently four-bar phrases), and the fact that it is through-composed. Tempo
changes and rubato within the phrases will be a challenge for this community orchestra
and for me as a conductor.
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Conducting the Score
In the Copland, simple but disjunct as the orchestration is, there is a need to expose the
larger musical line in the conducting. The cueing of one solo to the next to continue the
phrasing is one responsibility, but this is where balance, especially with such a large
orchestra, comes into the picture. The trick is to keep the orchestra as accompaniment to
these solos, and then bring them up to a louder dynamic when everyone has the tune.
Following the composer‘s instructions to move the tempo or pull it back happens quite
frequently during these transitions from solo to solo or into the tutti sections. The issue
here then is that immediately (or fairly suddenly) during new material, the tempo, meter,
or idea has changed and the conducting technique must show these changes to the
orchestra. The best way for me to do this is to, at each new section, write in a reminder
of the old tempo or style right next to the new idea, so I can compare it to what we just
played. There are a couple of fermatas in the piece as well, for which different cutoffs can
be implemented. There are also times when the conducting pattern must show both
accented beats and off-beat entrances, and the pattern then varies from legato to a pattern
with a little bit more of a punch behind it. For the most part, though, the rest of this piece
can be conducted very lyrically and has a lot of room for expression behind the left hand
and emanating from the baton.

Teaching Aspects
In Copland‘s Letter from Home, it is challenging for the musicians to connect musical
lines. The major teaching aspect of this work was for the players to understand they were
a small part of the big picture, and that even with phrases, the lines are shared from
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section to section, as opposed to ―the violins have the melody in the exposition‖ or ―the
brass have a chorale together.‖ In the Copland, the players had to be constantly made
aware of who played the next phrase, and in turn, they had to balance themselves so as
not to over-power the soloist or solo section at that particular instance.

Viewing the score, it was easy to understand the arches in the form, however I had to
point this out to the musicians, who could not tell this from looking at their parts. It
helped to think of the story behind the work, to make an emotional connection with this
piece. Through rehearsals, I noticed that it was difficult for both me and the orchestra to
connect emotionally until there was meaning behind it. Finding a personal meaning
behind this work, in the fashion that Copland may have done (noting that he had gone
through some emotional turmoil during the time he wrote it, even as a commissioned
work) helped me bond with this piece.

Symphony No. 8 in B minor “Unfinished”
Franz Schubert

Preparing the Score
The Schubert Symphony No. 8 is probably the most controversial piece on this program in
regards to what edition to use. There is a discrepancy about the composer‘s sloppy
manuscript, and editors have taken their interpretations and have published them. Clinton
Nieweg, former Principal Librarian of the Philadelphia Orchestra, has provided me with a
list of errata (corrections) for this piece. Although I am reading from a Dover score, I
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have transferred information from both the Eulenburg Edition and from the Norton
Critical Scores edition (Chusid), which is the most historically accurate and also provides
textual notes to help decipher the score.

Although much of the studying occurs before the rehearsal, it is important to listen with
an open-mind during rehearsals, to make educated musical decisions based on former
knowledge and familiarity with repertoire from this period. This may include testing note
lengths and articulations with the ensemble; although a conductor can study the score at
the piano, s/he cannot always practice with an orchestra, so decisions like those
mentioned must often be made on the podium. This is something I have learned while in
front of the group, and with limited time each week with the group, my options had to be
ready to try and my decisions had to be made relatively quickly.

Although I will not give every example of changes or transfers made from one score to
the other or from score to part or visa versa, I do want to point out a few of the
discrepancies and describe the issues that arose while studying this work.

In the second bassoon part in measure 109, the pitch should remain constant by
remaining on a B instead of changing to a C-sharp, which does not match the surrounding
harmonies. This is incorrect in the Dover score and in the Kalmus part used, but is
correct in the Norton score. Some editors, though, preferred to keep this note as written
for a quite unusual harmony for the time period.
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Fig. 2: Norton Score—Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in B minor, movement I, Allegro
moderato, mm. 107-110

Fig. 3: Dover Score—Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in B minor, movement I, Allegro
moderato, mm. 107-110

I also went through the string parts (published by Kalmus), which of course were also
different from the score(s) I used. I made some logical changes in bowings that included
changing a rhythm that would not go noticed in the large scheme of the work (measure 35
in the violins: beat three is changed from two sixteenths and an eighth to two eighth
notes, imitating a similar passage in measure 249). Aside from this, I only matched
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bowings to be consistent with my interpretations based on my research, and to
accommodate the variety of skill levels in the community orchestra.

The repeat sign is not indicated in these string parts; rather it is written out, something
useful to know for rehearsal purposes. It is helpful to write in extra rehearsal letters
because the ones given are few and far between, or parts only provide measure numbers,
which can make it difficult to locate a starting point in the middle of rehearsal.

The timpanist of this orchestra has provided me with a copy of the part he is using, which
is not the Kalmus version; he is using an orchestral part from the Romantic Symphonies
for Timpani compiled by Morris Goldenberg, with edits from his teacher, UWM faculty
member and the principal timpanist of the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, Dean
Borghesani. The use of the timpani in this period in music is to support the root or the
fifth of the chord. The score and part are inconsistent in that either the third of the chord
is written (such as in measure 85), or the note is off by a major second (such as in
measure 250) and is not in the chord at all. The latter example is a B in the part and
score, and should be a C-sharp to be consistent with the dominant-tonic relationship of
the timpani part in this section of the piece, assuming it will be performed with
conventional harmonies and not with the dissonance originally written.

Issues are debated because of Schubert‘s careless handwriting; the Norton Critical Score
offers insight. Short decrescendo markings are difficult to differentiate from accents;
educated guesses are made based on the surrounding musical material. Also when a
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forte-piano is followed by a decrescendo marking, one interpretation of this would be a
forte decrescendo to a piano (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Norton Score—Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in B minor, movement I, Allegro
moderato mm. 38-42

Staccato markings (the dot or short horizontal stroke) are often confused with the marcato
wedge (which Schubert writes as a consistently perfectly vertical stroke); sometimes
these markings are not continued within a section, and a simile is assumed for like
material. Some pitch ―mistakes‖ are edited too, as in the timpani, horn one, and bassoon
two parts mentioned above. In the opening material (measure five), basses that do not
have a C-extension on their instrument have to take the lowest pitch up one octave to
preserve Schubert‘s intended musical line. The simultaneous sixteenth notes and tremolo
figures in the penultimate bar is a discrepancy, and is most likely intended by Schubert as
it happens elsewhere. Repeated examples of similar manuscript concerns and corrections
are available in errata lists and literature on works by Schubert.
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It was mentioned in the program notes that Schubert‘s works fit into the category of an
―ombra‖ style of music, displaying certain characteristics associated with ―shade,‖ that is,
darkness or unease. In studying this score, I found several examples where his music can
be defined and expressed in this style, aiding in the understanding and defining of this
style of music as I portray it in my teaching. Below is a list of a few comparisons, with
descriptions from Brian Newbould‘s Schubert the Progressive.35

A) General style (‗High‘ or Church style):
slow tempo, somber mood, sustained writing
B) Tonality: minor keys, shifting tonality
C) Melody: exclamatory
D) Bass: pedals and ostinati
E) Figuration: repeated notes, rising and falling scales, tremolo
F) Harmony: ‗surprise‘ progressions, bold, chromatic
G) Rhythm: restless motion, ponderous dotted rhythms, pauses
H) Dynamic: strong contrasts, sudden outbursts, unexpected silence
I) Instrumentation: low registers, especially trombones

35
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Figures 5-11: Schubert, Symphony No. 8 in B minor, movement I, Allegro moderato

Fig. 5
mm. 1-8
(A, I)

Fig. 6
mm. 200-204
(C, H)

Fig. 7
mm. 122-129
(D, I)

Fig. 8
mm. 9-11
(D, G)

Fig. 9
mm. 9-11
(B, E, F, G)
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Fig. 10
mm. 73-79
(B, E, G)

Fig. 11
mm. 60-67
(H)

Performance practice is an important consideration for this work, as in the Vivaldi
concerto. These considerations, though not an exhaustive list, include: balance; tuning
and sonority differences on modern versus older instruments and variations on
accessories like mallets and valves; performance acoustics; tempi and dynamic ranges;
and notation and expressive interpretation. It was not possible, with the time allotted and
with the size of this orchestra, to address all of these points. I was able to address
dynamics, notation, and some expressivity, and to reduce wind and brass players to assist
with tuning and balance issues.
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Program Notes
Franz Schubert‘s Symphony No. 8 in B minor (“Unfinished”) was composed in 1822 in
Vienna, and consists of only two complete movements.36 Typically the symphonies in
this time had three or four movements. There were, however, piano sketches of a third
movement Scherzo.37 We are unsure as to why the symphony was never finished,
especially since Schubert went on to compose a ninth symphony. Ideas are that he had
received another commission and never was able to return to it, that he got sick and died
before he could finish, or became disinterested in finishing it. It was also unusual to have
a composition, especially a symphony, in B minor, as this key center was almost unheard
of at this time.38 Only the first movement will be performed here this evening; however
sometimes, when both movements are performed, an orchestral completion of the
Scherzo with a finale Entr‘acte in B minor from Rosamunde are added, to round out the
symphony into conclusion.39

Brian Newbold observed that Schubert‘s music contains many elements of ombra style,40
as did many of his contemporaries. Ombra is Italian for ―shade‖ or ―shadow,‖ the origins
of which can be traced back to the early days of opera, where the appearance of witches
or ghosts or other special stage effects was accompanied by dark and dramatic music.41
These characteristics include shifting tonality, repeated notes and the rising and falling of
scale pitches, ―surprise‖ harmonic progressions, restless rhythmic motion, pauses, and
36
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ponderous dotted rhythms (such as in the second theme of the first movement), strong
contrasts and sudden outbursts as well as unexpected silence (both found in the first
movement), and the significant presence of the low register, like the celli, basses, and
trombones, also found in this movement of the Unfinished.42 Schubert adds three
trombones to the orchestra, an innovation that Beethoven introduced in his Symphony No.
5 (1807-08).43

The first movement Allegro moderato opens with a mysterious melody in the low strings,
recognizable upon return later in the movement. The energetic pizzicatos in the lower
strings and running accompaniment in the violins lead to thematic material in the winds.
Occasionally the piece is punctuated by grand pauses and chords from the entire
orchestra, and only then is the timpani used to support the dynamic. Frequent
syncopations and overlapping and interjecting material propel the movement forward.
The piece concludes with a recapitulation of the original melody and augmented thematic
materials, until it finally shudders to a close.

The Unfinished has been one of the most frequently performed and recorded works in the
orchestral repertory, though it was not first performed until thirty-seven years after
Schubert‘s death (see Composer Biography section). 44 The work is claimed (by the
Hüttenbrenner family) to have been dedicated to a good friend of Schubert in that family,
Anselm Hüttenbrenner. Schubert gave the music to Anselm‘s brother, Josef, to give to
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Anselm as thanks for having hand-delivered to Schubert the Diploma of Honour of the
Graz Musical Society in 1823.45

Composer Biography
Franz Schubert (1797-1828), an Austrian composer from Vienna, was fluent in
orchestral and chamber music, piano music, and German lieder. He was famous for his
beautiful original melodies and accompaniments. Schubert was born into a musical
family, having taken piano lessons from his older brother.46 When Schubert was seven
he was sent to audition for Antonio Salieri, another composer of the time, and was
included as a mezzo-soprano under Salieri‘s direction in services in the Hofkapelle.47 At
age eight, Schubert started violin lessons from his father and started study on
counterpoint, figured bass, singing, and organ from Michael Holzer, a local organist.48
Later, around 1808, Schubert was admitted into the Imperial and Royal City College,
tuition- and board-free. This was the best possible opportunity for a quality education for
a non-aristocrat.49

By joining the college‘s orchestra, Schubert encountered the music of other Viennese
composers Haydn, Mozart, early Beethoven, and other contemporaries.50 Sketches of
Schubert‘s music show that he dipped into several genres before actually completing his
first string quartets and symphonies. When he left the Royal City College, he studied at
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St. Anna Normalhauptschule to become certified as a teacher and help stabilize his
income. However, the large number of compositions that he wrote at this time indicated
he spent more time writing and did not take as much interest in teaching; he made time to
continue composition studies with Salieri.51 In 1818, Schubert accepted a piano and voice
teaching position to the two daughters of Count Johann Karl Esterházy of Galanta in what
was at that time Hungary.52

Out of all the hundreds of works Schubert wrote up to this point, it took until March of
1818 to perform any of his compositions at a public concert, following a mention of his
name in publication just prior to that.53 This led to a succession of further media
publications and performances of his works (though not many of his works were
published during his lifetime). Another student of Salieri, Anselm Hüttenbrenner, was a
close friend of Schubert and participated in bringing Schubert‘s music to the public‘s
attention. In 1865, years after the composer‘s death, Anselm, with others, was involved
in the first public performance of his Symphony No. 8 under Johann Herbeck, with more
performances to follow worldwide.54 Other composers following the influence of
Schubert include Liszt, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Schumann, Wolf, and Mahler.55
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Schubert‘s early death, although the exact cause is unknown, may be attributed to
sexually transmitted disease (he had syphilis), or other side effects from illness, due to
inadequate hygiene and treatments of the time.56 He died at the age of 31.

Technical and Musical Challenges
The principal challenge in conducting Franz Schubert‘s Symphony No. 8 in B minor
“Unfinished” lies in interpretation and communicating stylistic issues. Musicality issues
to explore include conveying the mood, colors, texture, and balance. Sustaining the
musical line, passing the motivic material from part to part (which happens frequently),
entrances and releases, and keeping together as a section will all be issues to address.

Technically speaking, the parts lend themselves well to their specific instruments;
however, since the orchestra is so diverse in ability levels, some may find it difficult to
keep up or may have to be dragged along by the better players. The technical challenges
lie within the notation in the score and the parts. Schubert‘s manuscript was messy, and
clarification is needed between accents, forte-pianos, and diminuendos and also between
marcato and staccato markings. The Norton Critical Scores edition of the work includes
a list of various interpretations of the notation. As the conductor, I need to understand
and correct the mistakes in my score and make sure they transfer to the parts so the
musicians can execute the music as authentically as possible. Especially with this large
an orchestra, it is vital that the notation is clear to everyone.
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Conducting the Score
The Schubert symphony also leaves room for a lot of stylistic conducting in both hands.
My challenge was, even within the unchanging meter, to keep my beat pattern clear,
simple, and horizontal instead of being too vertical, at least during the most legato
sections as opposed to any marcato or sforzando sections. To go along with this, was my
desire to conduct the music with the baton and left hand, and not the beats or the
measures. This is more easily achieved when the baton‘s fulcrum between my fingers
allows for comfortable movement of the handle in my hand and the shaft in the air, as
opposed to gripping the baton to where it cannot move freely. Doing that helped to keep
subdivisions even instead of truncated and rushing into the next downbeat.

After several rehearsals, the orchestra knew the piece well enough for me to be able to
steer away from the regular ¾ pattern and try to conduct the phrases within the legato or
marcato sections of the work. Once the rudimentary techniques were put into place, there
was time to step back and just let the music happen with some emotional conducting
guidance along the way (such as facial expressions, arm gestures, beat-pattern style, cues
within the style of the music instead of general cueing gestures, transitioning from one
style to another based on what is written in the music). That there was an establishment
of this trust between conductor and players is a significant step in growth on both ends:
the group knew how the piece went, and I had the chance to develop style beyond basic
conducting patterns and apply emotional expression.
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Teaching Aspects
In Schubert‘s symphony, the principal teaching aspect in the work aside from
technicalities such as choosing appropriate articulations or dynamic balance was putting
emotions into the phrases. Schubert, being a composer of many great melodies, wrote
several memorable phrases for both the listener and the performer. In this way, teaching
the shape of the phrases was relatively easy. Conveying the emotions was a bit more
difficult. It was up to me to teach which sections of the music are to display agony,
mystery, surprise, and resolution. Although this is something I would typically show in
my body language and facial expressions, it was sometimes helpful for the performers to
be told how to play a section of music by giving them a list of adjectives to keep in mind,
or how to listen to the dissonances and resolutions which would typically convey,
respectively, agony and contentment. Knowledge of the composer‘s life during the
writing of the work or a program for the piece is generally helpful; otherwise it is up to
the conductor to teach the ―content‖ of the piece, using the mechanics of the music
(harmony, phrasing, melody) to portray meaning and make the music come to life.

Celebration Fanfare
Michael Kimber

Preparing the Score
In Kimber‘s Celebration Fanfare, dynamics and phrasing are clearly marked, as are the
bowings. The composer is a string player and is quite familiar with the way the
instruments work. A string player myself, I went through the score and parts to see how
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comfortable the bowings were with the unusual bowing patterns due to rhythm, and if
there were alternative bowings that would be easier and achieve the same purpose, but
the bowings already worked well. In comparing the parts against the score, I found the
editing to be accurate—there were no inconsistencies of which I was aware. There is not
a lot of background information that is necessary for the understanding of this piece. I
had contacted the composer through email to ask questions, and also met with him over
lunch in Iowa to go over any nuances in the score of which I should be aware. I learned
that in the B section, although the dynamics are the same level, the violin should
dominate the melodic line and the other instruments are secondary.

In preparing this score, I became aware of the shifting accents, the chord progressions in
major sevenths and major chords and the interplay with this idea throughout the work,
and of when sections of the orchestra would be playing as tutti (homophonically, though
not necessarily in unison) or as soli. It is evident too that the composer had originally
written this for a string quartet (as is written in his blurb on the score and in an email)
before the addition of the bass part. The bass is primarily used to punctuate the accents
and double the cellos at times where it would not be overbearing. What lies on the
surface of the music is what the composer had intended—there is no hidden meaning to
the music and just to perform it as written will be enough to achieve Kimber‘s
expectations of a string fanfare. This turned out to be the simplest of my scores to dissect
because of this. It is also important to note that the composer publishes his own music
and does all his own editing.
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Program Notes
Michael Kimber‘s Celebration Fanfare was composed by commission in 2003 as a string
quartet for high school student musicians at the Heartland Chamber Music Academy in
Kansas City, where it was premiered.57 In 2004 it was arranged for both string orchestra
(premiered by the Iowa City Community String Orchestra) and for viola quartet
(premiered by the Iowa City Viola Quartet).58 The Cedar Rapids Symphony String
Quartet has performed it as a concert opener for hundreds of pre-school and elementary
school children. The composer indicated in an email dated August 6, 2009, that the intent
for the composition was to write something that might be exciting and challenging for
young players.59

The two-minute piece opens with a flurry of triplet rhythms, which develop for a short
while before calming down to the B section. Triplets in the cello lead to a gentle melody
played by the upper three voices in close harmony, but the playful energy still remains.
This melody is occasionally punctuated by triplets in the cello and bass, reminding the
listener of the fanfare rhythm. The cello again leads the transition back to the brilliant
opening music from section A, which occasionally presents duple rhythms, slightly
disrupting the triplet feel. Nearing the end, forceful duple rhythms contrast with the
preceding triplet idea, bringing the piece to a dynamic conclusion.60 As in much of
chamber music beyond the Classical era, Kimber‘s works often give equal importance to
each voice.
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Kimber‘s compositional style is light in texture, containing a neo-classical flavor with
occasional dissonances, and with a twist of playful humor. Although Kimber finds
influence from a variety of world-wide music and writes in many compositional styles, as
one of his former students, I can recognize aspects of his own personality present in his
writing. Dr. Kimber is currently viola professor at Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
creates his well-known ergonomic shoulder rests called Poly-pads, and publishes his own
music from his residence in Iowa City.

Composer Biography
Michael Kimber (b. 1945) is an American violist and composer, currently residing in
Iowa City, Iowa. Dr. Kimber holds three Viola Performance degrees, completing his
doctorate as a student of Raphael Hillyer, founding violist of the Juilliard String Quartet,
in 1975.

Performing worldwide, Dr. Kimber has appeared with many orchestras as a soloist and
has performed in numerous solo and chamber music recitals. He appeared as a soloist on
National Public Radio‘s ―Performance Today,‖ and he is a former member of the Kronos
Quartet, Atlanta Virtuosi, and former principal violist of the Kansas City Chamber
Orchestra. He is currently a member of the Cedar Rapids and Quad City Symphony
Orchestras.

Dr. Kimber has composed numerous works in various styles for viola, violin, and various
string ensembles; many have been performed both in the U. S. and abroad. He also wrote
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several studies in scales, etudes, and caprices for the viola. His detailed studies of
intonation and tuning systems are summarized in his article published in the spring 1992
issue of American String Teacher: Teaching a Melodic and Harmonic Awareness of
Intonation.

Dr. Kimber has spent twenty-five years as a viola professor, first at The University of
Kansas, then at The University of Southern Mississippi, and at the University of Iowa and
Coe College in Iowa. His wife, Dr. Marian Wilson Kimber, is associate professor of
musicology at the University of Iowa. In 1999 Dr. Michael Kimber received the Kansas
Educator of the Year award from the Kansas Federation of Music Clubs, and in 2002 he
was recipient of the music composition award of the Mississippi Institute of Arts and
Letters.61

Technical and Musical Challenges
Michael Kimber‘s Celebration Fanfare has minimal technical challenges except for the
shifts in pulse (a challenge for both orchestra and conductor). As a string player, it will
be a small challenge (that can be resolved with practice) to keep the sometimes unnatural
bowing patterns that the composer indicates in his score. Knowing the composer is a
learned string player himself, it is evident that he intended these bowings. Musically, the
phrasing will not be an issue, since the piece consists of typical four-bar phrases with
occasional extensions. Maintaining the energy and tempo from beginning to end will be
a challenge, as stated in writing from the composer‘s own experiences.
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Conducting the Score
The Kimber piece displays minimal extraneous conducting gestures outside of the usual
dynamics and cueing. However, it does contain shifting accents, which are necessary to
show where possible. But when they happen on every beat, it came down to just telling
the orchestra that this occurs. If I had shown every accent for several measures in a row,
my arm might have ―fallen off,‖ or I could develop symptoms of pain, and of course there
would have been too much extraneous movement in the conducting pattern. I was still
able to conduct in the style of the piece where it shifted from heavy accents (a smaller
conducting plane with more verticality between beats) to cantabile sections (a more
horizontal conducting plane with smooth movements between icti and rebounds).

Teaching Aspects
Kimber‘s Celebration Fanfare is extremely straightforward and I only needed to know
the form of the work (ABA) and follow the composer‘s dynamic and articulation
markings. There are two contrasting ideas in the two-minute work, and most of the
harmonies are based on gradating seventh-chords. Sometimes a work does not have to
have a specific meaning or goal other than being solely for the enjoyment of music.
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Concerto for Two Cellos, Strings, and Continuo in G minor
Antonio Vivaldi

Preparing the Score
For the Vivaldi Concerto for Two Cellos, I used the Kunzelmann Edition (Schroeder)
score and parts, with the exception that the soloists used parts from the International
Edition (Starker). There are so many variations on Baroque bowings, articulations, and
ornamentations that I provided a complete set of string parts with my own bowing
interpretations and corrected notes (using the soloists‘ parts as a guide). I tried, where
appropriate, to match the orchestra bowings to those of the soloists. I held meetings with
the soloists and continuo to make sure our tempi and interpretations about phrasing and
ornamentation were on the same page. Improvisation and personal musical choices are
traditionally accepted and expected as part of standard Baroque practice.

There are several inconsistencies and misprints in the score, string, and harpsichord parts.
The harpsichord part is filled with misprints and I had to analyze the harmonies to correct
the mistakes. In the first movement, the third and fourth beats of measure 65 should
contain e-naturals, to be consistent with the changing chord progression within that fourbar phrase. In the second movement, the score is missing repeats: there should be one at
the end of measure five that returns to the beginning, and one at the end of the movement
that returns to measure six. In the second solo cello part, second movement, measure 14,
the trills should match the first cello part (though in the Kunzelmann edition this
matches). The second movement is also labeled Adagio in the International Edition and
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Largo in the Kunzelmann. The bowings in the parts do not always match the score. In
the event there is more than one bowing option, it is indicated in the part by a slur with a
slash through it or by a dotted slur, meaning the part can be played either with the slur or
with separated bowing. I have provided parts with my particular choices.

It is customary in Baroque practice for some of the short tutti phrases to be shaped by
starting softer, getting louder, and tapering off at the end (especially upon solo entrances
at the end of orchestra tutti spots) with sustaining notes held full value. At other times,
when the orchestra is used as a block of sound, immediate forte or piano dynamic is
applied, depending upon the context of the music. If the orchestra is only serving as an
accompaniment, and not as tutti material or in conversation with the soloists, their
dynamic is expected to be softer to balance the ensemble. Music immediately preceding
final cadences should not be taken out of time except in the last few beats of a movement.
This will be reiterated in the Conducting the Score part of this study.

Program Notes
It is significant to point out that there were two schools of thought in Italy during the
development of the concerto featuring a soloist. The divisions were in northern Italy
(Venice, Milan, Bologna) and Rome.62 In Rome, the basis of the orchestra was a
‗concertino‘ of two violins, cello (or lute) and continuo. Along with that was a larger
ensemble called ‗ripieno‘ or ‗concerto grosso,‘ made up of the same instruments which
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doubled, plus basses and violas.63 This meant there were normally four separate violin
parts. Contrary to the Roman concerto was that from northern Italy. This orchestra was
simpler, usually in four parts (two violins, viola and cello), where the continuo emanates
from the cello section, and any section soloists would also come from the ripieno
orchestra instead of existing as a separate entity.64 Since this type was more common
after 1700,65 it puts Vivaldi‘s Concerto for Two Cello (falling into this north Italian style
of concerti) into a period at least after 1700. Although the two concerti types showed
some hybridization at times, they remained distinct from each other during this period.

Antonio Vivaldi‘s Concerto for Two Cellos in G minor is in three movements, following
the Baroque formula of a multi-movement work: fast-slow-fast.66 Concertos for two solo
instruments generally feature four ways to showcase both instruments: 1) the two
instruments pair to play parallel thirds or sixths, 2) they play alternately as if in dialogue,
3) they imitate each other or some other kind of counterpoint, and 4) one plays the
melody while the other provides some sort of accompaniment.67 Vivaldi‘s style,
combining these ideas, is vibrant with sudden dynamic changes, syncopated rhythms, and
quick-moving underlying harmonies in the basso continuo. Because of the sheer number
of works Vivaldi produced, it is unknown exactly when the work was written. Many of
his violin works seemed to emanate starting from 1700, and many of his cello works are
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shown in records around 1740, so perhaps this concerto was written closer to the 1740
date.68 Vivaldi died in 1741.

Allegro-This movement opens brilliantly with the two soloists, frequently playing in calland-response and dueling with each other. Following a ritornello format, the first
orchestral refrain appears after the opening and returns between the solo verses of the two
cellos. The solo parts are punctuated by the orchestra when it serves as the
accompaniment.

Largo-The second movement consists of a single-line accompaniment in the basso
continuo with both soloists playing over it. The orchestra does not play this movement.
This type of accompaniment is common in Vivaldi‘s works. The gorgeous and
ornamented lyrical lines over the bass line in the continuo are prime examples of Baroque
solo and duet virtuosity.

Allegro-The third movement also has a ritornello pattern, this time opening with the
orchestra. The final movement is driven with energy all the way to its conclusion.

Composer Biography
Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) was born in Venice, Italy and died in Vienna, Austria.69
An Italian composer and violinist,70 he was influential in laying the foundations for much
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of Baroque music. His contributions to vocal and instrumental music (especially for
strings) include hundreds of compositions: sonatas, concerti, chamber music, operas,
Masses, cantatas, arias, and more. Vivaldi was known as the red-headed priest and
talented violin teacher and maestro at an all-girl‘s institution of abandoned girls in
Venice, Ospedale della Pieta, from the years 1703-1709.71 He traveled often following
this teaching appointment (especially to Rome, Vienna, and possibly Prague during his
opera years), ruling out any further lengthy teaching positions, in order to build his
reputation and be hired as a composer.72

Vivaldi‘s contemporaries include J. S. Bach (who transcribed ten of Vivaldi‘s concertos
as harpsichord or organ concertos)73, Albinoni, Hasse, and Pergolesi.74 Bach‘s new forms
of instrumental works owe some credit to Vivaldi after spending so much time
transcribing his works.75 Vivaldi was influenced by Corelli, also a contemporary, who
wrote many string works around the same time (1700).76 At this time in music, many
composers learned by transcribing or copying the works of others, leaving room for
borrowing or imitating, influencing and learning from each other regardless of whether
they had studied with one another.
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Vivaldi frequently used the ritornello form in his compositions.77 This form, also used in
his cello duo, is the returning to a theme or refrain in between verses or variations in the
same movement. His use of single-line accompaniment is found in the second movement
of this cello duo.

Technical and Musical Challenges
Antonio Vivaldi‘s Concerto for Two Cellos in G minor, as with any concerto experience,
will prove a challenge to coordinate the soloists and the orchestra as an
―accompaniment.‖ This will be played by the advanced string orchestra at UWM.
Rubato will be minimal in this Baroque piece (perhaps only at the end of some phrases),
and phrase structure is relatively predictable. Because Vivaldi was a string player and
understood how to write for the instruments, he composed orchestra parts that are not
very difficult to execute. The solo parts are challenging. It is important to unify the
bowing patterns, decide what part of the bow to use, clarify note lengths through on- and
off-the string articulations, and minimize vibrato in order to achieve a more authentically
Baroque sound. Modifying the dynamics for the purpose of balance and phrasing will be
addressed as well. You may contact me directly if interested in viewing my edited parts.

Musically, the orchestra needs to provide a support system for the soloists, and learn
when to accompany and when to play in the foreground.

Part of this is in the set up of

the concerto orchestra: the soloists must be placed next to each other in front of the
orchestra. They are best placed outside of the cello section, but within eye contact of the
conductor. The orchestra was placed a bit further back during this piece to accommodate
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this need. It is also important to have the continuo (cello and harpsichord/keyboard) as
close to the soloists as possible. Due to the expense of transporting and tuning a
harpsichord, the performance featured an electronic keyboard, although it is not
authentic.

Conducting the Score
In the Vivaldi, the two principal conducting ideas are: to conduct smaller, less noticeable
gestures for a soft dynamic in the orchestra parts, underneath the dynamic level of the
soloists, and to conduct larger, more confident gestures for a louder dynamic, when the
orchestra is no longer playing an accompanying role. I also have to remember to conduct
smaller when the soloists are playing alone. As far as any specific conducting gestures
are concerned, meter and tempi are always going to be consistent in Baroque music, with
two exceptions. The first is in the final bars of each movement, where there is a slight
ritardando. The second is that I have to listen to the soloists for any nuances. The
orchestra will rely on me to see these changes, since what they are hearing is different
from what I am hearing because the soloists placed adjacent to me. In its most basic
form, the conducting in the Vivaldi needs to directly reflect the style of the piece
(whether smooth and connected or separated) and the dynamics of the phrases, often
starting quietly, increasing in dynamic to the peak of the phrase, and tapering off at the
end. I also need to show each tutti entrance and the length of the last note in each
phrase. This piece taught me a lot about how to be an accompanist.
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Teaching Aspects
The Vivaldi concerto had several teaching points, aside from the historical aspect of the
concerto format (form, use of the orchestra, continuo, and soloists). The balance,
dynamics, articulations, phrasing, use of a different bow hold (placing the right hand
slightly higher on the bow gives it a lighter touch to the instrument), and ornaments
(including the sparse use of vibrato) particular to the Baroque style are significant
teaching points to the production of this work. Teaching this work dealt mostly with
technicalities (the aforementioned details), but also with the showcasing of virtuosic solos
and using the orchestra as accompaniment.

Performance practice is significant to the concerto. Some considerations include:
balance; sonority differences on modern versus older instruments (use of gut or steel
strings and the different bow hold); equal and well temperaments and tuning;
performance acoustics (large concert hall versus a more intimate setting); treatment of
vibrato (whether to include it or speed) or other ornamentation along with
improvisational techniques; and dynamic palates. Although it is not possible to achieve
authentic period practice because of modern instruments, it is possible to come close to it,
and is therefore worth knowing about.
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Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis
Ralph Vaughan Williams

Preparing the Score
The parts used for the Vaughan Williams Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis are
from Schirmer, and the score I am using is a Dover edition. I have been supplied with
errata lists, which I have checked against the score and parts, from Clinton Nieweg. You
may contact me to retrieve copies of the errata, or contact the The Major Orchestra
Librarian‘s Association. I also met with Steven Rindt, conductor of the Milwaukee
Youth Symphony Orchestra Sinfonia Orchestra (MYSO), regarding this piece. He
supplied me with a simplified version for a section in the second violin part if I am
working with younger and less advanced musicians. For the purpose of my recital, I will
not be providing my musicians with this sheet, as they are skilled enough to play the
original version.

In preparing this score, I had to take a close look at the parts to understand how the score
itself is laid out. There is a solo string quartet in the first orchestra, and there is a second,
smaller orchestra. These are indicated by Solo, Orchestra I, and Orchestra II. If the
orchestras are separated in the score, they will be marked as such, but if they have
combined musical material, the staves are reduced and it is marked ―Tutti," likewise if
the solo quartet returns to their normal principal positions in Orchestra I. It is helpful to
know the parts in Orchestra I are divided into multiple staves when the soloist plays
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something different from the rest of the section, and the orchestra staves must be divided
by top and bottom players, inside and outside or by desk.

The bowings I used are a conglomeration of MYSO, Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
(MSO) bowings, and my personal decisions. This was one of the most trying tasks, since
the information I had from MYSO parts consisted of MSO bowings, but were revised for
younger players. I had to edit these to be used for more advanced players, but not
everything was consistent, and there were several good and poor options for the solos and
both orchestra parts—I tried to make the best decisions for my group. Because the debate
about bowings in this work can continue endlessly, I made the executive decision for the
purpose of saving rehearsal time. It would take a solid argument to convince me to make
any changes once rehearsals have started.

In consulting with various musicians and directors who have performed this piece, a few
seating arrangement options arose. The first is to have the three sections (solo quartet,
Orchestra I and II) separated from each other, from left to right, in the concert hall. A
second option is to have Orchestra I and II separated from left to right, still with solo
players in their principal spots in Orchestra I. A third option is to have Orchestra II
behind Orchestra I, but have the solo players removed to play outside of the large
ensemble. A fourth option, although there certainly may still be others, is to have
Orchestra II directly behind Orchestra I, which has the solo quartet players in the usual
principal spots in the first orchestra (Fig. 12). This is the choice that makes the most
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sense and will take the least amount of rehearsal due to seating, because it does not
deviate far from the traditional orchestra seating.

Orchestra II

Orchestra I

Fig. 12: Orchestra Seating Diagram

In studying this work, it is important to recognize both the hymn by Thomas Tallis that
Vaughan Williams used, and the theme introduced by the latter. First I found the name of
the hymn tune used (Why Fum’th in Fight) and then found a recording of this before
locating it in the Fantasia (it begins in the fifth bar of A, Fig. 13). The theme by
Vaughan Williams starts in the fourth bar of the piece (Fig. 14). Vaughan Williams
cleverly works the two themes together during the development, and uses fragments from
both along the way. It is helpful to know that the definition of fantasia is an imaginative
composition in irregular form or style; this is a through-composed piece that plays with
the thematic material throughout the entire work, but does not have a regular form.
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Seeing Vaughan Williams‘ use of open-string (non-fingered) chords and triadic
harmonies, his desire for string resonance is clear. Also, through instructions for both
rubato and metronome markings in the score, I knew I could experiment with tempi and
with interpreting the shape of the phrases.

Fig. 13: Vaughan Williams, Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, (mm. 19-23), Part of
the Thomas Tallis hymn Why Fum’th in Fight?

Fig. 14: Vaughan Williams, Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, (mm. 6-8), Part of
the Vaughan Williams theme
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Program Notes
Ralph Vaughan Williams‘ Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis was written in 1910
and revised in 1919,78 after World War I (he had served in the war). It was first
performed at Gloucester Cathedral in 1910.79 Thomas Tallis (1505-1585) was an English
composer and organist of the 16th century.80 The theme Vaughan Williams uses is from
Tallis‘ 1567 hymn ―Why Fum‘th in Fight.‖81 In the Phrygian mode, it was one of nine
four-voice psalm tunes (typically Tallis wrote in five voices) for Archbishop Parker‘s
Psalter in ―The English Hymnal‖ compiled by Tallis.82 Even though Vaughan Williams
was a first-generation atheist, he still used hymn and folk tunes as the basis for some of
his works.83

The Fantasia consists of two orchestras, with a solo string quartet in the first orchestra.
There are two main themes in the work, the first being the hymn by Tallis, but expounded
upon by Vaughan Williams. The second is a swaying, syncopated subject. The piece
opens with a magical, ethereal sound, utilizing descending chords and sustained high
notes in the upper strings, before hinting at both themes in the lower strings in the
introduction. The word fantasia is defined by the Virginia Tech Multimedia Music
Dictionary as an imaginative composition in irregular form or style, like an
improvisation, but it can also be defined as supernatural or whimsical, giving the work
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that ‗magical‘ sound. These open chords and unusual progressions make for Vaughan
Williams‘ famous English sonority. At times his harmonic language resembles that of
Sibelius and Grieg.

After the two themes have been introduced, a viola solo emerges; the rest of the solo
quartet eventually enters with their own echoing solos above the accompanying
orchestras. After the solo section, the orchestra works its way back into the Tallis theme.
With more energy and passion, more layers and fuller open string sounds, and more
movement, the orchestras head towards a climax, new passage-work, and the loudest
section of the entire piece. After the climax, the orchestra starts to settle down, but still
shows signs of anguish and emits forte dynamics over the contrasting piano
accompaniment. The solo quartet is present again over the orchestra, shifting between
major and minor modes. The thematic material returns before the orchestras join and
conclude the work.

Composer Biography
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958), an English composer, teacher, writer, and
conductor, was a prominent figure in the 20th-century revival of British music.84 He
wrote in several genres: opera, symphonies, choral works, and for instruments that do not
get much attention like the viola, pipes, tuba, harmonica, and so on.85 Much of his life
was spent in London, or in the Dorking and Leith Hill area.86 Vaughan Williams was
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born into a family of distinction, of lawyers, and was encouraged at a young age to take
piano lessons and to study theory and harmony.87 In later years, he was acquainted with
the violin and organ, and later switched to the viola. He was educated at the Royal
College of Music and the Trinity College in Cambridge, and his compositional studies
were with Hubert Parry, Charles Wood, and Charles Villiers Stanford.88

As a student Vaughan Williams was attracted to composition, but his progress was slow.
It was apparent to teachers he had amateur technique, but he persisted and continued to
study with Bruch in Berlin and Ravel in Paris.89 It was an introduction to native English
song that helped him build his musical voice. His almost forty-year friendship with
Gustav Holst also assisted in the critique of his composition, and vice versa.90 He fought
in the First World War and was discharged in 1919; he then joined the teaching staff at
the Royal College of Music, and became conductor of the Bach Choir in 1920.91 Adrian
Boult, conductor, became Vaughan Williams‘ advocate, assisting in the composer‘s
recognition around Europe and America in the 1920s.92 After this time, he became
increasingly desired for his role as both composer and conductor of his own music; but
during WWII, Vaughan Williams‘ music was banned by the Nazis because of his
involvement with German refugees.93 Post WWII and after his wife died in 1951, he
traveled extensively and wrote a great deal of music (The Pilgrim’s Progress for thirty-
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four soloists, chorus, and orchestra; Symphonies 7-9; several other vocal and small
orchestral works) until his death in 1958.94

Technical and Musical Challenges
Ralph Vaughan Williams‘ Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis is a challenging piece
to organize for the two orchestras and solo quartet. Seating arrangement is the first
hurdle: the best option is two orchestras separate from each other, one behind the other,
with the solo quartet arranged as principals of the first orchestra. Some preference is
given to having the second orchestra further back for an ‗out-of-reach‘ ethereal presence,
like an echo or a memory.

In the music, there are some slightly difficult passages both rhythmically and
harmonically. Intonation across the orchestra and the understanding of the unusual chord
progressions will need to be addressed. The orchestra has the opportunity to experience
the folk and English sound of chords in wide intervals. The changing time signatures
should not be felt so rhythmically, but as if there is a seamless ebb and flow from one
idea to the next, through phrases being passed from one orchestra to the other.

Conducting the Score
The piece by Vaughan Williams offered another opportunity for rubato and conducting
the ―music‖ as opposed to the beats. The problem with the latter idea, however, is that
because there are two orchestras that need different cues, I could not stray far from the
beat pattern. The pattern changes although the eighth note pulse remains the same, even
94
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while going back and forth between 6/8 and 4/4 meters. The rubato and musical line
really stayed within the beat patterns and emanated from them. This was possible by
using the baton and left hand most effectively, portraying legato lines, phrase stretches,
and cues within the normal beat pattern, but within the Romantic style of the work. This
was a challenge to steer from ―mirror-conducting,‖ which is where the left hand imitates
the right in conducting the pattern instead of some other useful visual information. A
major hurdle in this piece was rhythm—it was important to teach the rhythm to the
ensemble playing unison, but also important to make sure my conducting pattern was
clear enough to indicate ties and cut-offs, and to dictate unusual rhythms or subdivisions
so there was no room for guessing.

Teaching Aspects
Teaching the Vaughan Williams piece involved many logistical features. These included
double orchestra seating and the division of orchestra parts even further than that within
the orchestras, even down to a solo string quartet. Then the teaching point was directed
to what role each part was playing at any given time. This meant that the players had to
be aware of their role in the bigger picture, as accompaniment or melody for one of the
two main themes, as a tutti orchestra or two separate orchestras with divided parts, or as a
shadow to the solo quartet. Also, the tonal colors and pure harmonies evoked through
this work had to be preserved and not covered, for instance, by an incorrect style of
vibrato or overpowering sections with less important musical material. This was a
difficult piece to balance the two orchestras from the podium, considering the hall we
performed in, but listening during rehearsals from the audience seats while my teacher
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conducted was useful. Spending time to teach the rhythmic figures was especially
helpful, as was meeting with the solo quartet to go over their parts.

Orawa
Wojciech Kilar

Preparing the Score
Kilar‘s Orawa parts are only available through rental from Polskie Wydawnictwo
Muzyczne in Poland, although the score is available for separate purchase elsewhere. It
is an Edition Peters (Litolff). That the parts and score were used before can be both a
positive and negative aspect to performing a work. In a negative outlook, extra time must
be spent to go over parts and score to make sure parts are consistent with bowings or
conducting pattern cues, and that incorrect or undesired markings are not there or are
removed or corrected. In a positive light, seeing what is available as a ‗second-hand‘
performer of the materials, there were already markings in the score and parts that
assisted in making quicker decisions on bowings, beat patterns, and cues. My
involvement in this process was thorough. Although there were markings already in the
parts, I checked for consistency.

The score informed me where the meter changes are, but I had to decide how to conduct
them (is it felt in two or in four, and is the 7/8 bar in a two or in a three pattern?). It is
also clear in the score when the orchestra is used as a loud block of sound and when it is
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used only for solo spots; the cues for the next solo entrance are obvious, and this
continues until everyone has entered. It is a unique arch-form, opening with solos with
an underlying accompaniment, until each of the fifteen soloists has entered. Once
everyone has entered there is some playing around with motivic ideas in the different
string sections (violins versus violas), and eventually all the players combine with the
same motif until an abrupt tutti silence, the first in the entire piece, and a conclusion in
complete opposite writing—empty, long, and celestial tones instead of frantic, busy, and
terrestrial passages. Kilar indicates how he wants passages to sound (ferocissimo,
cantabile), though his writing is always clear with its intent. The addition of instruments
naturally increases the dynamic level too, which is confirmed by Kilar‘s courtesy
reminders, unless he indicates otherwise that he wants a different result.

One of the biggest hurdles I found through score and part study is in the way the parts are
written. The first meter change is at measure 25, and frequently following that alternates
between meters where the quarter note gets the beat. This is not difficult to execute to the
players if they are already playing, but if they are resting during that time, it is vital they
know when these meter changes are. The entire first section of the piece, until all parts
have entered, includes a dilemma regarding this. Some of the parts indicate these meter
changes, but in other parts, a ―tacet‖ is indicated, with little or no acknowledgement to
the changing meters during the rests until just before the part‘s first entrance, which can
completely disrupt a rehearsal. Because of this, I supplied the orchestra members with a
diagram of the opening meter changes until measure 108, and my cues for entrances
reinforced this. (Fig. 15)
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Fig. 15: Kilar, Orawa

Later moments in this piece are recipes for poor intonation. Kilar stacked notes upon
notes, lending to major and minor second intervals all the way through the orchestra. His
intention was not necessarily for ‗pure intonation‘ but for the chaotic effect of these
cluster chords and furious bowing requirements—an aural and visual nightmare with an
awesome result. Fingerings were up to the individual, although Kilar has made the parts
workable by using scale- and repeated- patterns so nothing should take players by
surprise. The stacked notes and shorthand notation for repeated pitches and rhythms in
the score are seen in the following example.
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Fig. 16: Kilar, Orawa, m. 351

The cello solo in one of the development sections (this is a through-composed piece) is in
treble clef and will need special attention from the performer. There are also moments in
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time where parts have similar material but different bowings, and I believe this to be a
specific request of the composer and would like to adhere to the requests, just as the
ferocissimo and cantabile passages are indicated as such. One exception is in the cello
solo passage previously mentioned: the tempo is too fast in that register for the bowing to
always remain separate and still produce a quality tone, so some notes are slurred. Kilar
wrote Dolce e cantabile ma semplice e non vibrato—sweet and singing but simple and
without vibrato, thus showing us he was concerned with the quality of sound produced.

Finally, in observing the parts separately from the score, I noticed that the facility of page
turns needed to be addressed in advance. Every player is a soloist and has to turn their
own page, sometimes while there is a non-stop passage. Solving the page turn issues is
best done in advance to save on limited rehearsal time. For a work like this, it is also
suggested to put each player‘s name next to their part in the score for quicker reference.
Every player needed their own music stand for this piece.

Program Notes
Wojciech Kilar‘s Orawa (1986) is reminiscent of the symphonic poems (with storylines
or some further meaning behind the creation) from the Romantic and post-Romantic
periods. In this work, the Polish composer presented the ―spiritual essence‖ of the Polish
Tatra Mountains, a spiritual homeland near and dear to the hearts of the Poles.95 Kilar
musically created a vision of nature and of human response to the awesome beauty of it
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in Orawa, suggesting that he acknowledged the significance of the Tatra Mountains to
the people of his native country.

The title of Kilar's piece Orawa refers to the Carpathian region on the Polish-Slovak
border, separated by the river of the same name.96 The river, formed by the joining of the
Czarna Orawa and the Biala Orawa rivers, is 51 km in length and is part of the Danube
basin.97 Kilar‘s Orawa suggests elements of nature, and of the Tatras‘ mountainous
pastures with grazing animals, and primeval rhythms, almost tribal, of the Polish
highland folk. Compositionally, the pentatonic and scale ideas present a bit of folkloric
nostalgia. The sounds created by the musicians (there are fifteen separate solo parts)
resemble reverberation from the jagged mountain tops, adding layer upon layer of
motivic ideas as if they were echoes and songs in the mountains. The Polish folk dance
idea is evident especially at the conclusion of the piece with the final ―Hej‖ of the
musicians, as if they were members of a highland folk music ensemble.

Orawa is an example of minimalist style. The smallest musical ideas are used and
transformed over a ten-minute composition. Composers with similar progressive ideas in
the same time period include Górecki, Penderecki, Lutoslawski, Serocki, and the older
Schaeffer and Szalonek, and many others whose works were played at the ―Warsaw
Autumn‖ International Festival of Contemporary Music (the first festival was in 1956).98
Ironically, the communist era was one in which these Polish composers could thrive in
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creating progressive musical ideas. This festival allowed people a sense of creative
freedom and expression, tolerated by the government which wanted to present itself as a
patron of the arts. Post-Cold War (Cold War, 1945-89), the Poles were driven to hold the
Warsaw Autumn Festivals to make up for lost time in the war years when the festival
could not always be held. Here they were exposed to music of Schoenberg, Berg,
Webern, Varèse, Bartók, Stravinsky, Boulez, Dallapiccola, Maderna, and Cage.99 Now,
the festival is world-renowned as one of the most important places where new music is
performed.

Two American composers writing in similar styles at the same time as Kilar‘s Orawa are
Steve Reich and Philip Glass. Reich‘s Different Trains for string quartet and tape
presents similar shifting and unresolved ostinatos, alongside the imagery that the
composer is trying to convey. The train sounds represent Reich‘s memory of a mode of
transportation under Nazi rule in 1939-41, taking European children cross-country to
their deaths.100 Glass‘s works around the 1980s included chamber and ballet music, and
incorporated many repeated motives and alternating folk-dance-like rhythms, similar to
those found in Orawa.101 Orawa was first performed by the Polish Chamber Orchestra
on March 10, 1986 in the Tatra capital of Zakopane.102
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Composer Biography
Wojciech Kilar (b. 1932), pianist and composer of concert pieces and for film, was born
in Lwow, Poland (now Lviv, Ukraine) and attended the State College of Music (now
Music Academy) in Katowice, where he studied piano performance and composition
under Boleslaw Woytowicz.103 He was awarded his diploma in 1955, and continued to
study as a post-graduate student with Woytowicz at Krakow‘s State College of Music.104
Kilar continued his compositional study under Nadia Boulanger in Paris from 1959-60,
with a scholarship from the French government.105

Kilar was chair of the Katowice chapter of the Association of Polish Composers and was
also a member of the Repertoire Committee for the ―Warsaw Autumn‖ International
Festival of Contemporary Music.106 At the first year of this festival (1956), Kilar
presented his avant-garde works alongside composers Górecki, Penderecki, and the older
Schaeffer and Szalonek.107 A biographical film was made about Kilar in 1991 from
Polish filmmaker Krzysztof Zanussi.108 Kilar is one of Poland‘s premier symphonic
composers.

Kilar has received many awards for his creative achievements, including prizes from the
Lili Boulanger Foundation in Boston (1960), the Minister of Culture and Art (1967,
1975), the Association of Polish Composers (1975), the Katowice province (1971, 1976,
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1980), and the city of Katowice (1975, 1992).109 Kilar became known and received
awards for many film scores, too, even working with Hollywood directors. Some films,
out of more than one hundred, include ―The King and the Mockingbird,‖ ―Pope John Paul
II,‖ Coppola‘s ―Dracula,‖ and Polanski‘s ―The Pianist.‖110

Prior to 1974, Kilar was viewed as a leader of the Polish musical vanguard, rebelling
against tradition in both sound and form. Eventually he became interested in avantgarde, technically minimal music. His compositional materials morphed into more
simplistic works that sometimes reference Polish folk music and patriotic and religious
melodies, reflecting Kilar‘s devotion to his faith and Polish nationalism. No source
directly states Kilar‘s faith, but some works by Kilar suggest Catholic influence, like his
Bogurodzica (The Mother of God) which contains text from an ancient Catholic hymn.111

Technical and Musical Challenges
Wojciech Kilar‘s Orawa, as a 15-piece minimalist orchestra work, needs a special seating
arrangement: each part is a solo voice. Fifteen players standing or sitting in one semicircle in front of the conductor may be the best option. Other technicalities include
shifting pulses and complex meters (changing between 4/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 7/8) and keeping
track of when the motive changes patterns or changes ideas completely, which are the
main foci of this piece. For this reason, the conductor‘s role is eminently important to the
musicality and direction of the music. The conductor must show the change of pattern
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and emphasize any overt changes in ideas being passed or layered between parts. And
because the music is so repetitious, the conductor needs to direct the changes (such as the
projection of dynamic or stylistic changes, meter shifts, punctuations, and sequential or
differing motives) when they are dictated in the score by the composer. Any change that
is indicated in the score must be portrayed clearly to the players in order to assist in the
precision of the thematic material.

Conducting the Score
Kilar‘s work was straightforward pattern-conducting at various dynamics with ample
cueing opportunities, but with little to no opportunity for stylistic changes or rubato.
Although the meters and pulses are ever-changing throughout the work, the quarter note
remains the same value and in the same tempo until after the grand pause in the final bars
of the piece. Here, the ferocious clamor of the bows ripping across the strings comes to a
halt and begins a new grandioso style in the same tempo, with tutti note values of longer
duration; the steady pulse has been lost here, contrasting the entire work. The ―stylistic‖
instructions of ―ferocious‖ versus ―cantabile‖ playing was more the responsibility of the
players, as the conductor was busy keeping meter and showing phrase changes, cues, and
dynamics, avoiding looking frantic or getting lost in the pages and pages of similar
material. The content and orchestration Kilar wrote is enough in itself to portray the
changes in mood. It was important for me to remain calm and small, but show the meter
changes clearly and with more vertical conducting (with both hands) at major events and
arrival points. Once the rhythmic motor starts in the orchestra, it was possible for me to
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play with the left hand or baton style to indicate notes of longer duration that are in
opposition to the other material.

Teaching Aspects
In Kilar‘s work, the entire ensemble was made up of soloists (one player on a part)—an
idea rarely used in string chamber music literature past the Baroque period. Although
many parts are similar, this taught each player to be responsible for their own part, as if in
a chamber group. Kilar used repeated ideas throughout the entire work, starting with
simple motives that are manipulated and transformed, the entire time being layered by
solo entrances until everyone is playing. It is clear, then, that Kilar intended to build
from the most minimal of ideas to the grand scheme of multiple soloists playing as one
ensemble.

There are several climaxes to Orawa. Starting at the precipitando in measure 277, the
addition of each section playing the same rhythmic pattern increases the energy of the
piece, and this is an instance that leaves the door wide open for rushing. With this
awareness I made it a point in my conducting to not be ahead of the players to the
downbeat, but almost behind, holding them back from rushing the tempo. It was also
worth mentioning to the players that in these spots the intervallic relationship between
violin parts are only a step apart from the next player—major and minor seconds stacked
on top of each other—making for great dissonance and chaos. It is almost as if clarity of
pitch is irrelevant, and the effect of utilizing this technique is more important. The mixed
meter and increased intensity level written in the music are teaching points necessary for
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the production of this work, too. Once the orchestra members knew the bigger picture,
they were able to piece together their own part to the puzzle to make it work.

Rationale
The purpose of the research behind my thesis and the chosen music was to provide
pedagogical study for my areas of interest. The career goals I strive for in music
education are to become a college orchestra director, viola instructor, and chamber music
coach, with an interest in teaching other music-related courses. My future work will
specifically be geared toward string ensembles and literature. Therefore, a great portion
of my recital will focus on string ensembles, but as a college orchestra director, I will also
be expected to be knowledgeable about full orchestra literature and how to run rehearsals
with the addition of winds, brass, and percussion players.

Several musical eras were represented in the chosen repertoire (Baroque, Romantic,
Twentieth-century, and Twenty-first-century). The works have differing musical styles,
composers of different nationalities, and diverse ensembles (string orchestra, string
orchestra with multiple soloists and multiple orchestras, accompanying soloists, full
orchestra). A facet of the preparation is that much had to be done pre-rehearsal because
rehearsal time with the full ensembles was extremely limited. The two full orchestra
pieces were included on a program where there were several other works to be played, so
the total of my graduate conducting recital portion on that concert was 19 minutes. The
remaining works, performed on a separate recital, total 37 minutes, enough time to be
considered a small orchestra recital without an intermission.
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Letter from Home was on the recital because it is a full orchestra piece that was written in
the twentieth-century by a well-known American composer (Copland). The style and
texture are light and the folk-material is reminiscent of American folk music. This gave
me an opportunity to rehearse and conduct something that is not frequently performed,
and that was also accessible by a diverse orchestra, one that is varied in age, ability, and
experience. This also presented a balance challenge (with such a large ensemble—over
100 players) that was addressed during rehearsal.

Symphony No. 8 in B minor (“Unfinished”) was also on the recital as a full orchestra
piece with the same ensemble mentioned above, and is frequently studied and performed
world-wide. It is one of many works in the full orchestral repertoire that is vital, a
―classic,‖ to know as a conductor, and utilized a bigger orchestration. The symphony is
by a famous Viennese composer (Schubert) from the early Romantic era.

The remaining works were for string ensemble, which is the repertoire I am more likely
to be conducting in the future. It is not always possible to come up with the numbers and
instrumentation for full orchestra in many educational settings, so the provision and
performance of music for string ensembles is a greater possibility. With the various
string ensembles, balance posed a different challenge for each work. The performance of
these works was by college string players who are studying on their instrument at UWM.
With these forces available, although with more limited rehearsal time than with the
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previously mentioned full orchestra, a more challenging set of repertoire could be
accomplished.

The first string piece, Celebration Fanfare, was used as a catchy concert opener. It is
short and quick, fills out a couple of minutes on the program, and was relatively simple
for the orchestra in comparison with the rest of the repertoire. It was a ‗fun‘ piece that
was technically accessible to every player and kept them on the edge of their seats. Its
simplicity was a great way to build camaraderie and ensemble sound right from the start.
It was the most recent work on the program—by an American composer (Kimber) and
written in the 21st century. It also was important to me to add it to the program because it
was written by my former viola professor, whom I admire deeply and whose works I
always enjoy performing.

The Concerto for Two Cellos in G minor was significant to the program because it gave
me a concerto experience as a conductor, with two soloists and the orchestra as
accompaniment. Extremely popular in the Baroque period, concerti still play an
important role in the orchestral repertory. This work, written circa 1700-1740, is by an
Italian composer (Vivaldi). Many string ensemble works were composed in this time,
and are similar in style, so many of the techniques used to rehearse and conduct Baroque
string music will come in handy in the future. I also included a set of bowed and marked
parts as an addendum to the thesis.
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The next work, Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, provided an early twentiethcentury romantic work by an English composer (Vaughan Williams). The sonorities
presented in this work are quite different from the other works on the program. This
piece also presented the challenge of coordinating two separate orchestras (dividing the
string parts even further), one of which also has a solo quartet (sitting in the first
orchestra in principal positions).

The final piece was a show-ender, Orawa. It is important to end a concert with some
kind of energy, and in this case it was a nationalist, energetic work that the players
enjoyed. This final work, by a Polish composer (Kilar), is also from the twentieth
century but is an accessible minimalist work, something not so common in the orchestral
repertory for college-age musicians. The composer has divided the fifteen-piece
orchestra into all solo parts, something quite unusual for most orchestral settings. It is
chamber music that requires a conductor.

The program included repertoire that covered a variety of nationalities (American,
English, Polish, Austrian, Italian), eras, and styles (Baroque, early- and late-Romantic,
folk- and minimalist-twentieth-century, and twenty-first century), and diverse ensembles
(full orchestra, string orchestra, solos with orchestra, multiple orchestras, multiple skill
levels). Preparing this music provided a wonderful opportunity to develop my skills as
an educator, technician, and performer.
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